37. Clearing 8th Dimensional Blockages and Ancient
and Stutter Streams of Healing
Beloved Malachi, Katherine Bell, Ph.D.,D.,D.
And Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in clearing my 8th Dimensional filter blockages? What can
you share with me about the 8th Dimension?
“Alright, Beautiful One, in the 8th Dimensional Consciousness it is a place in
which there are many of the plans, your Divine plans, are taking place in your
Humanness.
“You may call it a place where you are meeting in the Divine Mind. In that
Beautiful One it is a place just before you also reach what is Coaxial Energy Fields that
draws you into the Higher, Highest and Highest to what very often the Human say ‘I
do not Think or Feel or Know who I am’. So what is the blockage? Well there is a
portion of yourself that is attempting to make that ascension and a portion of yourself
says ‘no let me stay right here!’. Now Beautiful One we shall again share the Light of
Ascension in this fashion. Ascension is a vibration of your consciousness not the
leaving of your Humanness. Ascension is a vibration of your Humanness the raising in
your cellular Body the Cells of Your Humanness becoming more vibrant more alive
more healthy. So you will tell your unconscious mind that there is nothing to fear. As
we continue our ascent. That will help you erase the blockage of your 8 th Dimensional
Consciousness.”

Ancient Streams of Healing
What can you tell me about the Ancient Streams of Healing?
“Well Beautiful One here you will know the ancient streams of Healing have
always been available all the time. But what has occurred in the Human dynamics is
you separated yourselves from your intuitive powers.

“You do not need to name them other than the Rays of Light or Rays of
Healing. As we have been sharing the Beautiful Newer Lights of the Pearl Children
that are vibrant Rays which you all have capacities to utilize. Then you’ll also realize
that they are Healing Rays. The more you are in touch with your intuition the more
you are in touch with your inner self. The more you are in touch with your Divine Self
you are also in touch with the ancient Rays of Healing. While you are doing such
alignment then yes as we have talked about that 8th Dimension of Consciousness
moving with the Divine Plan vibration moving into the 9th Dimension and farther on
allows you to be much more receptive to pure Healing.”
Wonderful! Is there a way you travel the ancient streams of Healing and
connect with certain ones? How can I create my perfect Health and activate the
Ancient Wisdom of Spiritual Awareness?
“It is by the use of Mind Expansion. Mind Expansion you know that as
Meditation, do you not?”
Yes
“As you are entering into such expansion around your consciousness you are
specifically asking for the Ancient Rays of Healing. You may call on the Rays through
vibrations of ultra violet, you understand?”
Yes.
“So you are in pure center of Spirit and then from there Beautiful One you may
say again ‘Into the Rim of this High Mind my Consciousness, I desire the specific Rays
of Light Healing that will move through my Human Body and help balance my
Disturbances.’ Here you speak of your Brain, so you would ask very specifically for the
Brain, would you not?”
Absolutely!
“You would ask for specifically for the eyes, for your entire Body! You see,
Beautiful One, you can name the Rays for what is needed for your Body.”
Oh good! Is that what you and Katherine will be doing for my Brain Tumor?
“Indeed.”

Thank you very much. Isn’t that interesting that I would ask for what you will
be sharing with me one on one!
“Indeed.”

Stutter Streams of Healing
What can you tell me about the Stutter Streams of Healing that have not been
used for approximately 2,000 years? Will they become available again?
“Well Beautiful One, they were never lost in what you call coming back. They
are forgotten in the use of the Human Mind.”
Will you share with us?
“Indeed, so Beautiful One, what are you doing, again you are allowing yourself
to know that you are more than this Human Containment, you know this, do you
not?”
Oh yes.
“Here you know this language, you call it the Matrix Language, do you not?”
Yes.
“The universe as a major network of the Matrix carries subtle energies through
many of the Rays in the Matrix. Many designs in the Matrix then become the Stutter
vibrations, do you understand?”
Yes.
“So what you are doing is asking to make such a Blend. You see it is about
Blending and about maintaining what is called an Intention in the Consciousness and
Receptiveness in the Emotional part of the Body-Mind-Consciousness. For the
Emotional part of the Body-Mind-Consciousness is the one that begins the Judgments;
I am there, I am not there, it is working, it is not working. So you want the Subtle
Emotional Body to be very calm and to be very receptive then the Vibrations Ignite
within you.”
Oh, OK!
“As they are doing that then you will Feel warmth through your Body. You will
Feel a variety of exchanges and that will be like Electrical Impulses, Minor not Major

Not Harmful, simply Electrical Impulses moving through your Body. Just to make sure
the pathways of your Subtle Body are open to the Physical Body and the Physical Body
is open to the subtle vibrations of the Universe.
“So you will not make it complicated. Make it easy.”
Thank you very much Malachi
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